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A signed graph based on F is an ordinary graph F with each edge marked as positive or 
negative. Such a graph is called balanced if each of its cycles includes an even number of negative 
edges. Psychologists are sometimes interested in the smallest number d=d(G) such that a signed 
graph G may be converted into a balanced graph by changing the signs of d edges. We investigate 
the number D(F) defined as the largest d(G) such that G is a signed graph based on F. We prove 
that $m - fi<D(F) 5 +m for every graph F with n vertices and m edges. If F is the complete 
bipartite graph with t vertices in each part, then D(F)sjt2-ct 3’2 for some positive constant c. 
A signed graph based on F is an ordinary graph F with each edge marked as 
positive or negative. Such a graph is called balanced if each of its cycles includes an 
even number of negative edges. It is easy to show that a signed graph is balanced if 
and only if the set of its vertices may be partitioned into two disjoint classes in such 
a way that an edge is negative if and only if its two endpoints belong to distinct 
classes [8]. (One of the two classes may be empty, in which case every edge is posi- 
tive.) We shall refer to such partitions as balanced partitions. Psychologists are 
sometimes interested in the smallest number d= d(G) such that a signed graph G 
may be converted into a balanced graph by changing the signs of d edges. Al- 
gorithms for finding d(G) have been proposed by Hansen [7] and, in the special case 
when G is based on a complete graph, by Flament [3]. The problem of finding d(G) 
has been expressed as a pseudo-boolean programming problem by Hammer [6]. The 
purpose of our paper is to investigate the number D(F) defined as the largest d(G) 
such that G is a signed graph based on F. We shall prove that 
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for every graph F with n vertices and m edges. The “error term” fi cannot be 
replaced by EJ/%% with E arbitrarily small: we shall prove (Theorem 4) that the com- 
plete bipartite graph K,, has 
D(K,,)+t2-ct3” 
for some positive constant c. 
Our upper bound on D(F) is implied by the following result. 
Theorem 1. Let G be R signed graph containing balanced vertex-disjoint induced 
subgraphs G,, G,, . . . , G,. If G has m edges and if each Gi has mi edges, then 
d(G)s+(m- i m,). 
,=I 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that each vertex of G belongs to 
some G;. (If vertices v,, v2, . . . , vk belong to no G;, then we may denote by Gs+j the 
balanced graph consisting of the single vertex v,.) For each j = 2, 3, . . . , s, let Ej 
denote the set of edges with one endpoint in G, and the other endpoint in some G; 
such that i< j. Clearly, 
We shall present a simple algorithm for converting G into a balanced graph. The al- 
gorithm goes through s - 1 iterations; the number of sign changes required in the jth 
iteration is at most + lEj+ ,I. After j- 1 iterations, the subgraph of G induced by the 
vertices of G,, G,, . . . , G, has been converted into a balanced graph with a balanced 
partition P,, Q,. Similarly, the balanced graph Cl+, admits a balanced partition 
P2, Q2. In the jth iteration, we set either P=PlUP2, Q=Q,UQ2 or P=PlUQ2, 
Q = Q1 UP,; then we change the signs of certain edges in Ej+ 1 so that each edge of 
E , + , is forced to change its sign in only one of the two alternatives. Hence the more 
economical of the two alternatives requires only + IEj+ ,I or fewer sign changes. The 
proof is completed. 
In particular, let G be a signed graph based on the complete graph K,. It is easy to 
see that Theorem 1 with s= L+nj and m,= 1 for all i yields d(G)5 L+(n - l)‘] . 
Furthermore, it is not difficult to verify that d(G) = L+(n - l)‘j whenever the set of 
its vertices may be partitioned into two classes in such a way that an edge is positive 
if and only if its two endpoints belong to distinct classes. (Such complete signed 
graphs are called antibalanced.) Hence 
D(K,)= L+(n- l)‘] . 
On the other hand, if G is not antibalanced then it contains a balanced triangle. In 
that case, Theorem 1 with s = 1 + L+(n - 3)] , m, = 3 and m,= 1 for every remaining 
i yields d(G) < L+(n - I)‘4 . These results have been announced by Abelson and 
Rosenberg [l] and proved by Tomescu [8]. 
Our 
signed 
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lower bound on D(F) follows from a result asserting that, for “typical” 
graphs G, the bound d(G)r$m is not too far from being best possible. 
Theorem 2. If F is a graph with n vertices and m edges, then a randomly chosen 
signed graph G based on F has 
with probability at least 1 - (2/e)“. 
Proof. Consider a signed graph G. For every partition of the set of vertices of G 
into disjoint sets P and Q, we shall denote by a(P, Q) the number of positive edges 
with endpoints in distinct classes and by b(P, Q) the number of negative edges with 
endpoints in the same class. Clearly, d(G) is the minimum of a(P, Q) + b(P, Q) 
taken over all the 2”-’ unordered partitions. Hence it will suffice to prove that, for 
every partition of the set of vertices of F into disjoint sets P and Q, a randomly 
chosen signed graph G based on F satisfies 
a(P, Q) + b(P, Q) 4 +m - fi (1) 
with probability at most 2e-“. Let A denote the number of edges of F with endpoints 
in distinct classes and let B denote the number of edges of F with endpoints in the 
same class. (In the following argument, we assume that both A and B are positive; if 
A = 0 or B = 0 then the argument is similar and simpler.) Note that A + B = m and so 
A 1/2 + B ‘I21 (2m)“‘2. Write s = (n/2A)“2, t = (n/2B)J’2 and observe that 
jm-fiI(+--s)A+(+-t)B. 
Hence (1) impies that a(P, Q)I (4 -s)A or else b(P, Q)I (+ - t)B. But the proba- 
bility of a(P, Q) I (+ - s)A is 
which, by the well-known bound on the tail of the binomial distribution (see, for 
instance, [2]) is at most e- 2~4 = e-“. Similarly, the probability of b(P, Q) 5 (+ - t) is 
at most e-“. The proof is completed. 
Our two theorems show that, for typical signed graphs G with n vertices and m 
edges, d(G) is fairly close to +m. However, finding the precise value of d(G) may be 
very difficult even when all the edges are negative. In this special case, our task 
amounts to finding a partition maximizing the number of edges with endpoints in 
different classes (these are the only edges which need not change their sign). But this 
is precisely the “maximum cut” problem which is known to be NP-complete [9], 
[5]. (For an excellent source of information on NP-completeness, the reader is 
referred to [4].) 
Some sociologists are interested in complete signed graphs with n vertices and pre- 
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cisely k negative edges. Every such graph G has d(G)5 k trivially and 
d(G) I L+(n - I)‘1 as shown above. Our next result shows that, in the “typical” 
cases, the minimum of these two upper bounds is not too far from the correct value 
of d(G). 
Theorem 3. If G is a randomly chosen complete signed graph with n vertices and 
precisely k negative edges, then 
d(G) > min(k, +n(n - 2)) - dm 
with probability at least 1 - (2/e)“. 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2, it will suffice to establish the following fact: 
for every partition of the set of vertices of K, into disjoint sets P and Q, a randomly 
chosen complete signed graph with n vertices and precisely k negative edges satisfies 
a(P, Q) + b(P, Q) 4 min(k, +n(n - 2)) - im (2) 
with probability at most 2e-“. Write p for the proportion 2k/n(n - 1) of negative 
edges and let A, 6, s, t be as in the proof of Theorem 2. It is not difficult to verify that 
min(k, +n(n - 2)) I (1 -p)A +pB, 
so that (2) implies either a(P, Q) 5 (1 -p - s)A or else b(P, Q) ((p - t)B. But the 
probability of a(P, Q) _( (1 -p - s)A is 
with the summation running through integers i with 0 5 is (1 -p - s)A. By the well- 
known bound on the tail of the hypergeometric distribution (see, for instance, [2]), 
this quantity is at most e- .?_+A = e-*. Similarly, the probability of b(P, Q) 5 (p - t)B is 
at most em”. The proof is completed. 
Next, we state a well known result of probability theory; for completeness, we 
include the proof as well. Write 
and m = L+nj and f(n, s, E) = C H(n, m, s, i) with the summation extended over all I 
such that Ii - *ml > efi. 
Lemma 1. There is a positive E such that f(n, s, E) > + whenever n L ee2. 
Proof. Write 
and bk = Uk2-kfk. 
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It is a routine matter to verify that the sequence 6,, &, . . . is increasing; by Stirling’s 
formula, bk +1/2/n as k+ 03. Hence + < bk < 1/2/n for all k; (writing m = tin] ) we 
have 
asaRms 4 
li 
n 
H(n, m, s, i) 5 -<- ~ 
a, Tc s(n -s) 
for all n, s and i. Set E = n/80. We wish to prove that 
C H(n,m,s,i)<+ 
1, m/2; 5 c I’” 
whenever n 1 sm2. We may assume that 
fm-&fi5s3l-+m+&~n 
(otherwise every term in the sum vanishes) and so +~sr+. But then 
H(n, m, s, i) < 40/(3nfi) 
and the desired result follows as there are at most 1 +2&l/n terms in the sum. 
Finally, we turn our attention to signed graphs based on complete bipartite 
graphs. 
Lemma 2. There is a positive constant c with the following property: if n 2 2, then 
every signed graph based on K, ,, contains a signed graph F based on K,,,,,, such that 
m= L$n] and 
d(F) I +m2 - cn3’2, 
Proof. Write m = L+nj and consider an arbitrary signed graph on K,,,.. For each 
left-hand side vertex u and for each set T of right-hand side vertices, we shall denote 
by a(u, T) the number of positive edges uv with v E T and we shall denote by b(u, T) 
the number of negative edges uv with VE T. We shall write 
c(u, T) = min(a(u, T), b(u, T)). Let S be a set of m left-hand side vertices, let T be a 
set of m right-hand side vertices and let F be the signed graph induced by these sets. 
We claim that 
d(F)r c c(u, T). 
UES 
To verify this inequality, note that the right-hand side counts the number of sign 
changes required to convert F into a signed graph F* in which the sign of each edge 
uv depends only on its left endpoint U. Since F* is balanced, the inequality follows. 
Now it remains to establish the presence of m-point sets S and T such that 
zsc(u, T) I +m2 - cn3’2, 
‘or some positive constant c. With E as in the preceding lemma, c= $s will do. Let 
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us choose a left-hand side vertex u and a set T of m right-hand side vertices such that 
c(u, T) = 0. Adding m - 1 left-hand side vertices to u quite arbitrarily, we obtain a set 
S such that 
This is the desired result as long as +rn 2 ~11~‘~. On the other hand, if +rn < cn3’2 then 
n 2 ae2. In this case, let T* stand for the set of all n right-hand side vertices. For each 
fixed left-hand side vertex U, the number of m-point sets T satisfying 
c(u, T) < $rn -cl/ (3) 
is precisely 
An, c(u, T*), ~1 
By Lemma 1, this number is at least +(:,). Hence the total number of pairs (u, T) 
satisfying (3) is at least +n(G). We conclude that there is a set T satisfying (3) for at 
least +n choices of U. If S denotes an m-point set such that (3) holds for all u in S, 
then 
as desired. 
Theorem 4. For some positive constant c, we have 
in2 - 21’2n3’2 5 D(K,, ,,) I in2 - cn312. 
Proof. The lower bound is provided by Theorem 2. To establish the upper bound, 
let F and m be as in Lemma 2. By Theorem 1, we have d(G) I d(F) + +(n2- m’). 
Now the desired conclusion follows from Lemma 2. 
In closing, we comment on a question posed by Harary. The elimination number 
of a signed graph G with n vertices is the smallest k such that G has a balanced 
induced subgraph with n-k vertices. Harary asked for a characterization of signed 
graphs with elimination number k; we propose to show that the problem of recogni- 
zing complete signed graphs with elimination number at most k is NP-complete. 
Given any graph H with vertices v,, vz, . . . , v, we may construct a complete signed 
graph G with vertices vr, v2, . . . , v, and w,, w2, . . . , w,. The signs of the edges vivj 
reflect the structure of H: an edge V;Vj of G is positive if and only if V;vj is an edge of 
H. All the edges of V;Wj are negative and all the edges wiwj are positive. It is not 
difficult to see that the elimination number of G is k if and only if the largest com- 
plete subgraph of H has n - k vertices. Incidentally, the following observation may 
be of interest. 
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Theorem 5. If n and k are positive integers, let p(n, k) denote the probability that 
the elimination number of a randomly chosen complete signed graph with n vertices 
is at most n -k. Then 
p(n, k)< ; 0 2-(k-‘)(k-2)/2_ 
Proof. Note that p(k, k) is the probability that a randomly chosen complete signed 
graph with k vertices is balanced. Since there are 2k(k-1)‘2 complete signed graphs 
with k vertices but only 2km ’ of them are balanced, (4) holds with the sign of equality 
whenever n = k. To complete the proof, it only remains to observe that p(n, k) I 
(;)p(k, k). 
For instance, (4) shows that p(100,12) 5 0.02916 and so the elimination number of 
a randomly chosen complete signed graph with 100 vertices exceeds 88 with a proba- 
bility greater than 97%. More generally, it is a routine matter to verify that 
Ini_mmph r2 log2 nl ) = 0 
and so the elimination number of a complete signed graph with n vertices exceeds 
n - 2 log, n with a probability tending to one as n-+ m. 
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